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GLOSSARY

ACCENT (>) Play the note stronger

ALLEGRO Fast tempo

ANDANTE Moderately slow tempo

BACH, JOHANN SEBASTIAN German composer
(1685-1750)

BAR LINE Divides the staff into measures

BASS CLEF (?:) Also called F clef. The fourth line of
the staff is the note F

BEETHOVEN, LUDWIG VAN German composer
(1770-1827)

BILLINGS, WILLIAM American composer (1746-1800)

BRAHMS, JOHANNES German composer (1833-1897)

BREATH MARK (,) A suggested place to take a breath

CLARKE, JEREMIAH English composer (1674-1707)

COMMON TIME (C) Same as t time signature

CRESCENDO ( -==) Get louder gradually

D.C. (DA CAPO) AL FINE Go back to the beginning
and play until Fine

DIMINUENDO (==-) Get softer gradually

DIVISI Some players play the top notes while others
play the bottom notes

DOUBLE BAR ( II) The end of a section of music

D.S. (DAL SEGNO) AL FINE Go back to the sign ~
and play until Fine

DUET A composition with parts for two players

DvoRAK, ANTONIN Czech composer (1841-1904)

DYNAMIC MARKINGS Symbols that indicate loudness
or softness of the music

ELGAR, EDWARD English composer (1857-1934)

FERMATA (1':'\) Hold the note longer

1ST AND 2ND ENDINGS Play the 1st ending first time
through, then on the repeat, skip to the 2nd
ending

FLAT (~) Lowers the pitch of a note one half step

FORTE (f) Loud

FOSTER, STEPHEN American composer (1826-1864)

OLiERE, REINHOLD Russian composer (1875-1956)

ORIEG, EDVARD Norwegian composer (1843-1907)

HANDEL, OEORGE F. English composer of German
birth (1685-1759)

HAYDN, FRANZ JOSEPH Austrian composer
(1732-1809)

HUMPERDINCK, ENGELBERT German composer
(1854-1921 )

INTERNAL REPEAT Repeat only the music between
the signs

KEY SIGNATURE Indicates notes which are to be
flatted or sharped throughout

LARGO Very slow

•
LEDGER LINES Used to extend the staff

LILI'UOKALANI Hawaiian composer (1838-1917)

MEASURE The distance between two bar lines

MEZZO FORTE (mf) Medium loud

MEZZO PIANO (mp) Medium soft

MODERATO ~edium tempo

MOZART, WOLFGANG A. Austrian composer
(1756-1791)

MULTIPLE MEASURE REST Indicates more than one
measure of rest

NATURAL (~) Cancels a flat or sharp until the next
bar line

OFFENBACH, JACQUES French composer (1819-1880)

ORCHESTRATION Choosing which instruments playa
section of music

PIANO (p) Soft

PICK-UP NOTE(S) Note(s) preceding the first
full measure

REPEAT SIGN Play the music again from the beginning

RITARDANDO (RITJ Gradually slow down the tempo

ROSSINI, OIOACCHINO Italian composer (1792-1868)

ROUND Playing the same music beginning at
different times

SHARP (#) Raises the pitch of a note one half step

SIBELlUS, JEAN Finnish composer (1865-1957)

SLUR Connects notes of different pitch

SOLO One person playing

SOUSA, JOHN PHILIP American composer
(1854-1932)

STACCATO ( .) Play the note 1h its normal length

STAFF 5 lines and 4 spaces used for writing music

STRAUSS, JOHANN JR. Austrian composer
(1825-1899)

SYNCOPATION Starting a note that is one beat or longer
on "&"

TCHAIKOVSKY, PETER I. Russian composer
(1840-1893)

TEMPO MARKINGS Terms which indicate the speed of
the music

TIE Joins two notes of the same pitch to make one
long note

TIME SIGNATURE Indicates how many beats are in each
measure and what kind of note receives one beat

TREBLE CLEF (~) Also called G clef. The second line
of the staff is the note G

VARIATION Changing the rhythm or notes of a theme to
create variety

VERDI, OIUSEPPE Italian composer (1813-1901)

VIVACE Very fast tempo


